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A thsoretical analysis was mad© of an aircraft propulsion fiqrstem
r
Incorporating^ a centrifugal jet engine and a supersonic propellar.
Th3 prinary aim was to increase the ocoaaony of a jot configurated
engine. The dosign for a superscaiio propeller was included, since
it vas necessary to usg a propeller, in order to create laaxinnEi thrust
r
for the installation.
The engine unit consists of a rotating disc with sn internal
combustion flow ctiannel usinj! esoentiaUy the raia-jet cycle, and tbo
design cc«ifigupation eiabodied caily three basic nsoving ports for the
I"
entire psropulsion plant. The performance of the engine was treated
as an aerodynariic and ti erraodynamic problem. Cospu'fcations were sade
on the internal flow systoa covering the effects of all variables.
Then, using these results, specific engines were analysed introducing
all pertinent losses. In general, the numerical calculations showsd
theorQtically tl-iat this type of engine would have slightly better
economy than a reciproccting ongine and was far superior to a
turbojet at an aircraft speed range down to low subsonic values.
The analysis for th© supersonic proi:)eller indicated that the
author* s desi^jn api^roach, which includes three dinensional effects,
could theoretically produce completely supersonic blades with effi-
r
ciencies above 805^. Conputations were nade <m a 10* diar:»tGr
propeller which ifovld produce 7,500 poimds of thrust vdth an effi-
oiency of 83.5% at an aircraft spsed of Mach number 1. This poorer
absorption could easily be doubled, while at oruisins powers efficien-
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1Tno theoretical analysis laade in ti.is study was an effort to
roduce toG specifio fuol consiimption of a jot configurated engioQ in
an installation in vhioh tbe speed of the aircraft v&s low. If
possible, it was desired to gain the simplicity of a i«J3-jQt type
unit and not suffer its drawbacks of poor econosoy at loiv speeds.
Po^JQ^ production for a mininiaa "paokago" was only of secondary impor-
tance and vsQS not z^v2n any consideration in oases }it!ni&V9 it oonflieted
with the econcqy aspects. Thus, the priiaary aia of Uiis tliesis was
dirootod toward the reduction of the specific fuel oonsuaption and still
r
obtain the advantages of tiie constant flow raa-Jet cycle.
r
First, consider \*iat results ha^re been prodtioed along this line.
Fig. 1 teiken frora Ref . 1 is the result of a pareliiainary study aado on
a propeller powared t?y gas jets issuing Trom the blade tips. In this
case, the Ifech nuraber of tJie propeller tip was lizaited to 0.85 with
r
an aircraft speed of 100 mpb. The minimum values of thmst specific
r r • r r
fuel consuapticMi are in the neighborhood of 3 lbs./T.H. P. -Br. wiiich is
unsatisfactory from an econony standpoint. Ne>rt, refer to Figs. 2 and
r
3 taken from Ref. 2; these represent the power and the specific fuol
r
oonaicnption cbtaiXMible in a rat>-jet installation. It is noticed that
r r r r
the specifio fuel consunptions are considerably lower (2.^ lbs.A^ •**'•)
tijan they were in the foriaer case, and that the thrust per unit occibustion
»
clrjaiaber area is much higl^er. Hovavor, the aircraft speed range for these
better values centers on 2,200 aph, a value hardly conceivable at the
r r r
proaent state of the art. Trom a different source (Ref. 3)» Figs. U and
(c
(
5 are rresented for the ran-Jet. Here, tho specific fuel consumption
t' r I r
is Gxpressed in IbG-A-H.P.-Iir. It is seen that a .Mach nuaber of 2
Eiust b© reached in order to coEipete with the rociprccating encina
vhoae tLanist specific fusl consiaipticn is 0.61 lb8.A»H.P.-4lr. at soa
r
level. The tljrust for this case is exprossod in thrust per taiit eco-
bustioa chaidb&r area aiid reaches a caximuni of 3t'^50 lbs. /ft' at a
Maoh ntcaber of 3 or 2,230 mph. Thus, it woiiLd seen desirable to obtain
the optiimzn values indicated in these figures in an instaUaticm such
r r
as that sho\m in Fi^. 6.
To Sifnin good ti^rmodynamic efficiency, it is known that hi,^
compression ratios shoxild be used. If the isentropic gas lavs shown
r
graphically in Fig. 7 of this paper are studied, the rapid increase
in pressure rise as the Mach number is increased is clearly evident.
If the ta^ssur© curve in the Macli nuraber rang© of 2 to 3 is considered,
ccmprosaion ratios in tbs neighborhood of 20 aiglit bo g€dned. It
would seem escpedient therefore, 'to atteiirpt in sonie oanner to use this
r
feature to gain better thonaodynamic efficiency. It follows that vdtti
r
larger thenaodynanic effioiencios better eoonoiaiy would result.
As previously indicated, the raj>>jet unit has a ocmpressi(»& hl^
enough for a good efficiency at supersonic velocities and a large mass
flow of air per unit frontal area which gives high power outpwt. How-
r
ever, both of these advantages fall off at lower speeds. It was desired
to obtain this good efficiency at low subsonic speeds. By using an
internal codbtistion system incorporated in a rotating disc, it was
found that satisfactory oaapression could be gained by centrifugal

3forcG; and tliat if the disc speed !«©ro allowed to reach high onoush
values, very satisfactory oeonaay and power outpwta woro gained. In
the prosont pQi»r, TOrfomanco ccoputationa were made covering the
spejed range up to a disc Wfeicli nmibor of 2.4-. The raa-jet cycle,
uaed herein, shall tie roferrod to henceforth as a "centrifueal jet"
en^jizie, bocatiae tbo ram was satill in ccciparison to the ccxspraBsica
prodtjccd throusli centrifugal force.
Th© centrifugal Jet ea^in© perforraanco is treated as an aero-
r
dynaaic and theraodynamic p^obloa. The parforaanoe is given in torms
of areas, volocitios, and tenperaturoo involved in tlio design of such
a unit. The ^^j'ious pararaoters that effect the econoEay and the pmser
output, as well as the above listed jhysical properties, vraro allowed
to range over pertinent values in the ocaaputations to show the separate
effect of oach. Examples of specific doalgns are included to show tho
overall performance rating of the powsr plant ooaparGd irlth prosont
«
day types of engines that produce comparable power.
Tho system is ossontially a separate povior plant and a sopara-c©
3up3rsonic propeller. In order to create aoxiiausi thrust, Ua© pettier
plant nust use a propeller j although, the engine itself produces a
siseablffl peroonta^Q of the thrust dopending on the speed of the air-
r
plane. Since the installation zaust use a propeller to operate at
optiimfla conditions, it was felt that an analysis of a supersonic
propeller design was necessary to sao wliat could be accoiaplishsd in
r
this direction. Present day subsonic propellers are satisffeictory csa
aircraft whose xoaxinui!! speed approaol^s 500 mph. With the enclosed

4dssigD. of a supersonic poropeller, the propeller's usefiil range Oftn
theoretically bo increased to speeds approaching 1,000 mph. Tho
liaportanoe of a design wtilch will increase the speed range of the
propeller cannot be over emphasized, since at present, there is a cry-
ing need in higher speed aiiHsraft for a satisfactory pover ooTxvfsrtar
• (••it r
(B.H.P. to T.H.P.)# so that varlouB jet type engines aay be utilia€Ki,
By the proper coiabination of engine and psroTJeller, it vould seen
that acre efficient installations coiild bo designed, thereby increas-
ing the range of present day aircraft particularly of jet powered
r
aircraft and helicopters.
There are ntsaarous major problems to be encountered in the
r
successful design and operation of an engine as herein described.
Many of the probleas ^dch will be eniEaerated later are only partially
r
investigated or are beyond the scope of this paper. It is to be
realised that this paper is preliMnary and serves only as a basis
for fttrtlier investigations, and that the enclosed inforiaation is the
r
culiiination of numsrotis designs considered. After each investigation
the most desirable features of each were retained to peodvtoe the siost
r
effective ond result, yitii "the laaterial already presented as a back-
ground and tlie autliors views creating the problem, the following design
r
is presented as one answer.

5II. GBMBRTiL DESCHIPTION AM) OHiRATIOa
llie po%rer plant configuration and included sttpsrsonic pro-
pQller of the poroposed centrifugal jet engine, is shown on Fig. 8.
Uith raferenco to the diagram, it i/ill be seen trmt tli© systoia is
made up bRsicalljr of only three laoving parts. These consist of the
nose spinner with attached propeller, tlio centrifugal jet rotatii:ig
disc, and the necessary gear train coupling. The rotating disc ia
r
laotintod on the en/:;in0*s staticaiary structure. The latter is in turn
oounted directly to the aircraft. On Fig. 8, the nose spinner is
shown hatched, the outline of the disc is shown solid, and the
engine's stationary casing is shown double hatched.
A detailed description and function of each of the aajor oaBipcai-
ents is as follows
i
r
Tl^ disc spinner eervee to laouat the propsller with its necessary
Biechanical meciianisjns. Throiigh the nose of the spinner, free air is
conducted to ttm intake of the rotatin^i disc. The spinner also serves
•"
as a shield for the disc. Its bearings turn <ai a journal mounted oq
i-
the outside of the disc intake. Tbs spinner receives its propulsive
r
power frraa the gear train shown.
g, Th^ fiot^tii>,f^ Pl^
Intake ran air is fed into the center of the rotating disc. It
is there directed to the joeriphery of iJie rotating disc Uiroush
channels in such a njanner that tiie air ducts do not interfere with the
m&r train. The diiaensions of the ch^annel are so constructed that tbs
(c
6velocity at the outer most radius is low, of such laagnltudo as to be
suitable for burning in a ccaastant flo\/ type corabustion chamber. The
oorcbuation ohanber rvns the length of t^ disc in an offset direction to
tliat of rotation by soiob specific angle, "0", which is detenaijaed bgr
r
later included analysis.
An isoiiiDtric flov diagrani is shovm in Pig. 9. T?;e air is com-
pressed by centrifugal force in its travel from the root of the disc
r
to its outer circuciference . The fugl is injected when it reaches the
r
periphery at the entrace to the coabustion chamber. The fuel air
aixture is then burned in the ccabustion chamber, passed thorough a
suitable noazle, and ejected into free air. The cycle of flow is
r
continuous and extreaely simple. The configuration raay be altered
slightly to porrdt induction of ram air ffan the rear of the rotating
r
disc as wall as from the forward end.
The disc is mounted on bearings of t^ engine's stationary sbruc-
ttire and ito slmft carries a gear suitable for operating the necessary
auxiliaries, such as, a fuel puap, vacuus pump, lubrication puap,
generator, nagnotes, etc. The disc-spinner and disc-caslHij clearances
are deQir>ked snail to elliaate, as much as possible, the pmapizj^ action
of the air v/nich arises from the relative Eiotion between the afoara
mentioned parts and the centrifugal pressure gradient that is setup.
Air eeala are located at the two clearances occurring at the position
r
of the jet exit. These seals serve to maintain a differeno© in
pressure between the tree air and the clearance spaces. By thJLs devioo,




drag and reoixLtlng loss in borsepouor.
r
One possibXa configumtion of a gaar tarain appears on the dlagraa
(Fig. 8). This unit servea to transadt tho horaepouer of tho rotating
r
dieo via the noae spinner to tha propallor. Sinoo the noaa spinner
and rotating disc are operating at different rpas, it lauet bo realised •
that a eonfigisraticn In vhleb the propallsr is mcuntod direotl^ on ths
rotatins disc, trius ellaiinBtlns: the nose spinner, is qiilt© possible j
b\xt, becatis® of the Trarious factors Invol^rsd, this would not be partiou^
r
larly efficiant oxoopt in vary special oases.
This si^ructure servos as a momting pad for tto bearings of the
rotating disc ant! as a housing for the auxiliaries. It, in turn, is
r
raounted to tt» aircraft primary structuro.
r
The system of Fig. 8, would appear to have the followin(j advantages
i
r
1. No on(^in@ torque is applied to tbs aircraft except for
r
tJie jat slip strean.
r




3. Siaall trcai&l area is achieved wit^i a streamlined shape.
r r
4.. Sssall volume for the entire engine results.
5. The lubrication problezas are simple, probably incorporat-
r
ing a closed ^steo,
r
6. LovT vibrating loads are expected with vibration due only
r
to intermittent burning and altdmatin^ aerodynamic loads.

38. Tbe oonfi^uration is sinple with a aaeJLl nunbar of iMnriag
parts.
Disadvanta;5O0 to tl:« system voiild be, ppljae.riiyi
1« Tbe st^ress probleia would be very critical du© to large
centrifugal loads created b^ high rotational speeds and
tre existancG of high teiSiJeratiirc gradients.
2. With hiigh rotational spe^s, the balance problea would
b3 Biajor specifically to counteract ice foroatioQ az)d
ensirje onlfisicticn.
3. Poor acoolaaratioa cbaraeteristios, inhersnt in jet coo^
figuretioas, would probably be found.
Detailed analysis of the system as far as ad'vanta^s and disadTant*
a^a are concerned will be loore throughly discussed in later sections
as tkm various probloias are analysed.

9III. iriTcaMAL Fix3y analysis
The flow pattern through th« engine is shown In Figs, 9 and 10.
Tho analysis is so arranged that the varioxis ch'araotariatios have
been found for each of the aoven staticaia shovn in Fig. 10. To
reduce the aiooimt of cstlculations involved, tlie seotion free Station
2 to 3 was eliiTiinatad for tiiis id.ll be primarily a function of the
individual desl^ and may not necessarily be involved in any spsoifio
r
configuration. The acticais of ccanpressicMi and diffuaer action havo
been craabinod in tte process botyeen Stations 3 and U* Corabustion
in a constant area chanjber uill include mcsaentiim pressure and oorabus*
r
ticaa chaniber friction losses betwsen Stations 4. and 5. At Station 5
it is assuoiad that binming has been completed. The ooisbustion gases
r
are ti^en expanded in a noazle thsrough Staticais 6 and 7.
Station 6 is tlie throat of tlie nozzle viiere Maoh ntsaber 1 occurs;
this, of coiirso, will in most cases te taider expanding if th© nozzle
r
is out off there. Station 7 la for a full expanding nozzle do^m to
r
free air pressiaro. For most of tYnB conditions involved in the desiipi,
the area at Station 7 approxlaates that of Station 5 so that a full
r
expanding nozzle can easily be incorporated. Because of tho configura-
tion, even if these t^« areas wore not particularly ccMpatibla, thay
could be used vithout any great loss in the design. This is not the
case i-dtli the raaa-jet engine, in which it is desired lie maintain the
r
exit area eosaraensurate vith the coiabustion ohember or inlet area.
For good specific fuel consuaption it is quite evident that the
disc nrust be allov^d to rotate at as hi^h an rpm as the stress analysis

10
will allow. The g©^®^^! dii^onsions of the engine naist be such that
the inlet areaa to tho disc are aiiiall in relation to the plan fom
disc area so that full utilisation of contrifugal forco compresaion
may be sained- On the other hand, too large a diso will incorporate
large diso ftrictioa losses, and coasidorably enlarge the frontal area
of tlie overall engine. The latter woiild in txacn increase engine
r
volucx) and engine weight per horsepower developed. Thus, it would
seen that a hapiy medium for the dicaensions of the engine should he
arrived at after conaideratiiaa of the factors involved and of the
results laost desired.
The variation in gas temperature, velocity, and pressure as it
r
flows through the engiae is sho\in in Fig. 11 for two representative
cases. The clr^anges in each may be followsd fyosn station to station
to understand the genercd flow pictiire. The cycle represented on a
P.V. diasram for one of the cases is shovm on Fis. 12. It appears
r
that the cycle cloeely parallels those used in cGCF^ion jet practice.
The following analysis is now treated as a aerodynamic and thenao-
dynanic poxjbleins anci as si«;h, requires certain constants to be assumed
to make the power plant computation possible. The constants chosen
were gained either from empirical ciiarts or from other sources that
r
have been well established in actual practice. Tito constants used are
as follows:
r r
1. The friction coefficient of drag is .OO3O in the entaranoo
r






2. The aubsonio diffuser has an ©fficioncy of 90^.
3. Tho cQntrifusal compression Is at an offloiorwy of 95^-
This vali», although hl^ aa ooapared vdth values of
normal centrifugal compreasore, is deemed possible tjy
ttie fact that the flow valocity is low, that tho flow
contour is sswoth with no sharp breaks, and that tho
flow itself contacts no broken surfaces or sharp disoon-
tinultias as are involved in the nornsl oentrifugal
cotiprosGor between tha rotating blade exit and the
r
diffuser. Hoitiier of these three factors are Involved
in this oonfigiiration. If the product of the diffuser
efficiency and the compression efficiency is determined
for the assuaed values, it is seen tliat tlie overall
efficiency is on the order of ^%\ this is certainly
r
entirely obtainable in the light of modern design.
r
4.. The lower teating VEdTJO of the fuel is 19,000 British
r
thennal units per pound.
r
5. The inotantariGous values of the ratios of the specific
heats y and for F coiresponding to tJ:® average value
between F and ths teriperature in question, is given
r
in Fi^s. 13 and H for air an^ fear the products of coa*-
r r
bustion. ArguE3DntQ are temperature and fuel air ratio.
6 The variation of tlis gas constant vdth fuel air ratio is
r r
shown on Fig. 15.




8. Since the fuel ie sxided at the entrance of the oonibuatlon
chamber, laonsertura Is inquired to bring It up to the
combiiatlon obaaber velocity. The loss is charged as
a laoiaentiin pressure loss.
9. The friction pressure loss in tho coadsustion chamber is
ta>:en as 5^ of the average of the initial and final
»
dynamic ireaanroa in the coaibustion chaasber.
10. The l^at loss through tVje caabustion chamber walls is
treated as a rediiction in combustion efficiency.
11. The oxbaust nozzle is assuoed to have a velocity ooeffi-
«
oient of .93 v/tien operating at design pressure ratio or
as an under expanding nozele.
»
12. Standard density altitude tables were used for the deter-
•
•"
raindatioEi of the initial free air conditions. Partial
renroduetion of this table is given in Appendix B.
Before r^roceeding vith tibe analysis, it vas also necessary to
lioit certain of the variables because of pt^sieal reasons. Hbxinum
ocKabustion chansber teni.>eraturea above 3,OjO degrees F were considered
iapraetical. If at any tizs, Mach nu:Qber 1 vas reached in the internal
flov, except at the nossle tJiroat, it \;as assuiasd that chocking occurred
*
and furtlver examinati^m was abandoned. In all ooormtations the i^ysieal
disisnsions of areas along t^ channel flow i<?ere assimsd to be coispatible
r
with the ccaitinuity relationships. Therefore, the power plant opex^tion,
so far as conQiderod herein, has been vith specific design ojeratiag




produce optimum conditions. For a syatem with flxad dioenaicMas and
apooifie operating conditions there exists only one loass flow to bo
"on dosi^n". Thus vith an analysis for a particular air fiwl ratio,
specific inlat conditions and tiync\ nozzle dimensicms, he flov for a
different fuel air ratio vill not correspond to the forraer analysis,
but to caie vdth its own dimsnsions. For a system vith the acuae
dioensions and a different air fuel ratio, eoiaputations nnist be based
on flov controlled by the nozzle whose diaensicns have been deteraioed
by the previous conditions. ConaeqtMntly, the coaputaticais mad© are
valid for caaly the conditions assuaed since the diaenaiais of the
^jratem will change in each nev case.
The variables chosen as paraosters are as follows 8
1. Altitude: This determines the free air temperature,
r
pressure, and density.
2. Aircraft Speed: The aircraft speed will determine tb©
r
inlet velocitjy. In iiie case where the aircraft speed is
supersonic, it is assuaed that a noaraal shock occiirs
prior to the inlet entrance and the corresjx>nding
changes in Tjress'ore, teiaperatupe, and density are oalcu-
lated according to noraal shock theory.
3. Disc Rotational Velocity: As indicated earlier this
should be as hi^ as possible to obtain good results and
will be determined oore or less in any actual design by
the st^:*e3s considerations involved.
r
A. CcHsbustion Ghaober Inlet Velocity: This velocity loust
necessarily be low in order to obtain satisfactory
i
ucoLibusticm; thus, lb is a fiuactlon in axuy actual design
of the coiabustion chamber characteristics and ti>e typo
of fuel and iijnioion systeia used. A rang© of repreoantivB
values has boon used.
5. The Fuel Air Ratio: This value is ccnceraed in both tiie
specific fuel consumption and tlio power per unit area
developed. Since the maxLiBua combustion bha^nber teapera*
ture is a function of tlie fusl air ratio, it is seen that
if the cc^bustion chaiober toznperature is to be lindted to
a particular waxImBB value, then there is a loaxiiatM value
of the fuel air ratio that can be used. Also, since
combustion can be supported only at scoae louer value of
the fuel air ratio, its lainissua is determined in any
specific design. ^ the artifice of burning tl\e fuel in
ODiy a portion of the air flov thereby incx>oasing tba local
air fuel ratio and following this process by proper Mixing
of the burned products and renainix^ nix^ an equilihriura
temperature for the total volisae is reached, and lower
i^ltiss of fttel air ratio can be realized. Thus, the rainl'^aga
value of the fuel air ratio is also a function of design.
The latter tliree parameters are within the control of the cosigner,
the Qost important beinc iine disc rotational velocity.
r
The act\ial loethod of computation is nov considered. Using the
various poraiaeters, the flow is solved for the characteristics at each of
the seven stations shown on Fig. 10, starting v/iUi free air and going
i
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through the en^^ine in the flov direction. A list of symbols ia incliaded
in Appendix A. All ninabered subscripts refer to the station as per
Fig. 10. The ccaaputational procedia*© parallels that of Ref. 3.
Station l l Free air conditions are taken rrom the Standard Altltttdo
Table in Appendix B.
r
Station 2 s Free Air Conditions Follo^diifr a Nonaal Shock . Normal shook
» r
theory relationships, represented grapiically in Ref. 27, are used.
r
Station 3 : Flo%; Through a Straight Pipe (constant area inlet channel).
The flow laay be solved grapliically using the two charts given en pago
142, Ref. 11, which give the friction losses in round or rectangular
ducts. The pressure change is presented in inches of Hg./ft. vs
velocity with parasaeters of size in round or rectangular ducts. It may
also be calculated by means of the approxiiaation that the friction
paressuro drop is proportional to the product of the friction factor,
l^agth-diaaoter ratio of the pipe, and the mean c3ynaaic pressure.
^.Jz^^^glJi














Tj - 1 Pj 2
D' '2
Yjd + aop |) * 1
•
V?h»n 4.e_ is equal to b. , the velocitj at Station 3 eqtials the speed of
2
sound, and shocking occurs; a value of 4e^ larger than b- signifies
that an impossible flow situation has been assimedi a shorter entrance
pipe is one resiedy. Using the continuity relation:
D s ifr^
Using the equation cH aiomentuait
P3 = P2 - P2V2(V3 . V^) . AP^.
Using the general gas lavs
T^ =
3 P3 2 Ha
•
Station ^i^ : Centrifu^?al ConT^ression . Since tiie inlet combustion ohas^ber
velocity V, is oik; of the variable's and is specifically chosen for ajqy
specific design, then it is evident tliat diffuser action must occur
r
betveen Stations 3 and /^. Also, the Mach nuraber of tha disc periphery
is choson and tiiis detenaines the extent of comprossion vork added to
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the fluid. ThosG tiro actions will bo considerod ocj-arately and then
corabinod to produce fonaulaa irelatinc the flow fton 3 to 4--
Usiag the compressible fona of the Bernoulli equation
^
r, - 1 -4 " r, - 1 ^3" "" ^3 * ^D
^






1 4--2-T—(M/ 4-R,'^) ^ ^^•^•
n »
n
%tore (P. )^ « is i^ho paressurs at A if only centril\igal force is con-
sidcrad. The equation is rei^ritten^
^VoJ.
V- • 1 5 ..,
1 ^ -4-(M,2 + n^-)
h ~
a -1
Since th© flow is with friction and if -n ie defined as the effieieac^





n - 1 ~ Y-
1
according to Ref















Sort considering Uiq diffuser process betwsen 3 and Af^^ is tha
diffuser ©ffiolasey %feoae equation ©xproasoB the total pressure ro»




% = H - P (eoBipressibl© dyaaaie presauro)
H. = H, -AP- „ (total boad less the ehaag©
* ^' ^' ' in centrifugal fore©
)
Y_ - 1 ^ Y . 1
frosi the isentropic gas lav. By definition,
4'
Since the velocity at Station A vill al^-aays ba^na lev subsonic values




h'h* Ss. p . ft 4^4 2
tben
T)^ =1-
jj p ^ A fr















Vext it is known that the vork added to the fluid per unit aase &3 It
flows frco Station 3 to 4 la C ziT or u for coapreasible fluids (page
601, Hef. 13}$ the ensr^iy equation then oan be written s
w w ~A ^ V *" s _ ? ^ 4. V ^ -f V ^
Substituting P, into this equation and aolving, p. la obtained}












*-^d ^ * 2-V
Yj-X
3 s Ij!^.
^^ »3 • ^ ^3 ^ ^ -^
^4 = ^ '•<*
T. =
4 P^ g \ (Eq. of Stat©)
A-s = T« vhor© A. = 1 (Corstinuity)
3 3
S1^n9P gi QoBPt^^ qnt Ar^ Pfflfrygttop C^^pp^. By eoatlmsitgr






Tjbore C( " ^ '' ) is the eocibiaatloii ehaiaber frletion pressuro losa.2
Tb;a
W + U^ •
Using eziergy
T5 - 1^ 3P5 2g
(W^ + W^) a
7 P ¥
(W^ + V +^(H-^-)1b^f
i^bero Tiv is the biimiiig offloiency. Siibatituting the equations fbr
p. and Pg into the lattar oqisationt















2?^ P, 2 5 X 10^ H.V. 1
As boforo, bg raust be tiroater "Ujod i^_ 30 that chockin-^ will not oocur.
T, =
5 P5 S R^




Y^-'y^cy^ ' 1) p
P£^ Y5.1
T - T
o Yc - 1 PeVe
Yj-l^Y^npTT P5





i^re Yx^ is instantaneous for the products of ooobuation.
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Station 7 1 Flow Out tha Mozgle Exit (conditions fnHj expanded to the
»
free air presaure P.). The tenperature at Station 7 is first guassed
and the instantaneous valus of Y for the avorage betveen Stations 5
and 7 is used. Then tbo process ia repeated if the error in the gusss
»
uas greater than 25^.
'7 = =, \/^c^^ - ^> * '5'
where C^ is a velocity coefficient alloviog for frictica in tbo nozale.
A
=^'
The expressicm for thrust consists of three terms s The first chives
the tlirust froa the acceleration of the air aass, the second gives the
thrust trcm the acceleration of the fuel imss^ and the third beo<^a88
effoetiv© if the ethaust pressure is above ataaosphorie. The thrust per
unit coabusticn chamber area tlien is







(:^>7 = P4V7 <^ t/" J •
The loss in thrust due to the intake air is ebar^d as an engine loss.
It S3ust be supplied hy the propeller if the situation ie idealized as
in the sketch, since the intake air is brought to rest in
JET £XHAU6T
i/ f£r
the axial direction. Later the gas is accelerated frosa zero velocity to
V- . in the circianferential directicm. The expression for (F/A. ) pre-
viously referred to will be a gross value since it does not include
tiirust needed to supply work for spinner intake or centrifugal coiipressloa.
Fp F.







a soolo throat exit, and ("7^^) vill bo for a full oscpaxujiag nozzlM
A. not
vith Included losses in an idaalis^^d arrangscient as shown uhere the jet
exit is oiroisaferential, perpondicular to th© longitudinal axis.
^p
(-7^) is cemnutod as follows j\ net
r
. 2
|i^t p,P, Ipsg ^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^g ^^ efficiency of
> • • 111'








^ A, ' 550 ^ Ti D '
^P _ V2
(Wnet^^-l^^ -^f^^-^*VF^ 4 www "^^ gross "4
Tho specific fuol ooasyiaption in lb. fuelAb. thrust-flr. vjaa ooaputsd in






whdr@ (F/A.) is the net or gross valus as deslrod.
4 If.
The net values of S.F.C. and tljruat vere Inoiuded in the eoapatQ*
ticMoa so as to give a basis of ooiaparisoa with other jet <7eles. It
vill be shovn later that these values are conservative to what oan bo
obtained \j^ proper orientation of the jet exit angle for anj sx^eeific
sot of design cccditions.
The results of he eocaputations arc represented graphieally on
« r r
Pigs. 17 throtigh 28. The conditions of, (a) eea Xevel^ (b) M-> a 2.0,
(c) V^ = 300 ft./see., (d) ?, = 230 ft./sec, and (e)^ = .020, vere
chosen as a basis and then all variables vere fanned out free these
r • t r r
Tal\»s as appropriate. Figs. 17 tliroogh 21 give S.F.C, both gross
and net, for the five variables. It should be noted ti^^t in genoz*al
I • r
the net S.F.C. at low aircraft speeds acd laoderate disc Maoh nisobers
is considerably bolov that of the ran-jet operating at its optloun
speod of about 2,200 mph, (Fig. 3). Th© rapid rise of (S.F.C.) not
as the aircraft speed is increased towards M s l is due to the influ->
2
enoe of UiO intake loss which is a function of V . It is soon that
f • i a
the major effect on S.F.C. is the fuel-air ratio followed b^ the disc
r
Naush nuaber. Altitude has a normal effect as in other jet cycles, but





Fig. 22 shows oyole temperature variations vith iX , It is seen
that for the tsaaio condition if the maxiffltia teiaporatijrG of 3,000** F
is not to bo exceeded, then the fuel-air ratio would bavo to be limited
to an u])per lisiit in the neighborhood of .05. It shoiild also be called
to the attention of the reader that in meet of the conditions for which
the variables were allowed to range, the stochooetric value of .067
cotild not be attained since chocking woiild occur in the combustion
ohaaber. In many of the v\mQ JA was limited to 1/2 stoohoEietric as an
upper value (/Ms .033) because of c*'iooking or the 3,000*^ F liaitatica.
i'
The ciirves of Pi^s. 21 throu^ 2U have the air-fuel ratio as one
argument. Consequently, the insults rniist be tempered by the discusaion
already Hiado on the effect of a change in fuel-air ratio with a system
r r
of fixed diiaensicms. By oompariscaa of Figs. 21 and 23, it is seen that
a greater effect ia obtaii^d on the specific fuel conetaaption than on
the thruat per unit eanbustioa chamber area by a change in fuel-air
ratio. Fig. 2k (^ves the relative sizes of the noszle throat exit .
r
areas in coiaparison to the ocxobustion ohaober areas. Fig. 25 is includ-
ed to show the comparison vith the ram-jet. The different }feioh ntcaber
r
operation in each case should be taken into consideration.
• r
Figs. 26 through 29 give the results of the thriist curves versus
»
the five variables. The rapid rise in thrust per unit corabusticm
chazaber area for an increase in the disc Mach number is readily evident
on Fig. 26. As vith specific fuel consusiption, the effects of coobus-
tion chaciber inlet velocity and of altitude are the same. Referring to
Fig. 27, it should be noted that the net thrust c\irve seeias to be fairly
constant at the lower velocities but drops off at higher velocities;

7P,
this result is asaiii ^^^ to the increased loss of the intake raai aa
hir^ber valios of speed aire used.
The factors in any particular desi^ woiold be detemined aore or
less by the parameter trends indicated c© the various plots. Thus,
althou^Ji the flow is not particularly sensitive to coEibustion chamber
inlet velocity, both specific fuel oonsiciptlon and thrust are enhoinoed
by the higher vali;K3S5 i^ vould soooi desirable then, to use as hi^ a
value as possible to gain better values of spocific fuel consuaption
and thrust. Since altitude is beyond the control of the designer,
the altitude trends produce no design criterion oxcept for the desires
of certain results at a specific altitude. In regard to the aircraft
spee»d which is also boycmd the control of the designer, it would seem
that better results could be expected at the loirer velocities. The
fimction of the fuel air ratio is such as to require as lov a vslue
fear cruisinr^ conditicms and as high a value v*»re thrust conditions
are parasaount. All of the afore nenticoed trends seem to fit into the
pattern of other standard jet propulsion systems except for the vnria-
tion involved in aircraft spood. By comparison to the results of other
types already ^iven in the foiTn of grapha on Figs. 1, 2, 3# 4., 5, and
25, it would seem tliat in general, superior ve1i»s of the specific fuel






The general arrangosent of the disc has been described in Section
• r
III and appears in solid color on Fig. 8, The flow channel is clearly
depicted cai Fig. 9. To aeoxir© ainlBitua frontal area and engine cosapact-
ness, the disc Jiaraster shotild be as small as possible eoieiettsiirate
r
with good internal flow conditions. Siaall disc sise vill result in
lover disc losses, lower veight per horsepower, and a siaaller po\^v
2
"package" . Since th© disc stress is proportional to Vj. , changlB®
the siee (disc radius) will not affect the asaxiaum stress condition
if Vjj is laaiatained constant.
The disc oust acccanmodate tho necessary fual, ignition, and labri-
r
entioQ coopooents. This appears to be no problem sis^e adequate,
r
acoosslble space is provided. Provisiwi for driving the auxiliaxijss
is oade by incorporaition of an accessary gear drive on tbs end of the
disc sl^^ft; the drive turns within tho stationary easing ^^re ample
m
rooca is available for housing the necessary units.
In coamiting the losses sustained by the rotating disc the follow-
ia^' VQTe considered} (1) internal face friction drag, (2) internal eiri
friction drag, (3) extenial flaoe friction drag, (4) disc seals, and
r
(5) disc bearing. It should be noted that losses in the flov channel
r
vjQTQ accounted for in the internal flow analysis of the previous section.
Also, the losses incurred ay the gear train are figured along with the
r
propeller loss. Their sum appears as an efficiency, t] , of e<^3vez^iaa
froia brake horsepower to thtrust horsepower and is charged to the
r
paK»pellDr«-€pinnar socticm and not to the engine itself. This is done
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siaae it vas fislt thett the gear train and prcp@ller uill vary oonaider*
r
ably with the spDcifio installation and as such, should be kept intecral.
Also, the percentage of the power outmt transraittad to the propellep
is a ftiactio) of aircraft speed as is the offioiem^ of the jiropellar
T^p« This %d.ll be shovoi later in the next section. Actually tbs bearing
loss as computed, is of such a aagnitude iii&t it probably could include
a lar^e portion of the gear train lose.
The detailed isethod of ccaaputing eaoh of the losses will now be
considered. Each is figured as a horsepower loss. Heoesrary aasuaptions
oade pre discussed as presented. The disc will be assiBBed to have the
r
follotdug shape for computational purposss.
A. Internal Face Friction Drag
In the design it vras proposed to evact&te the olearanoe spaces
in order to reduce the skin friction drag. This can be done sineo in
theory drag is directly proportional to the presmxce, Tliis desire
I"
wotild neoossitate incorporation of seals. According to the calculations.
i
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the siza of the seal losses and reduced pressure drag lossos is c<»i3ider«
ably loss than theat wiilch would be experianood by allovdas ftpee air
prossiire and no seals. Using a reduction ratio of 1/20, the seal and
faoe losses amoisit to approxiioately 2-1/^ ^<^^ ^ 2, OCX) T.H.F. engine*
If no seals wore used this loss vould increase to a prohibiti-ve "TaluB.
The face and seal loss is a function of the engine size; it decreases
in percentage for the larger engines* As an exaa^le, it drops to the
order of 1^ for a 10,000 T.K.P. unit.
The iaoorT>oration of seals would also tend to reduce tLe ptaping
action in the olearano© void by isolating it from the free air*
y- y A
If the equilibrium condition is ooosideredj dP
aade of the gas law P s
found
£Pdr . ~ and use is
r






This indioatos the oxistanoe of a paresstir© gradient decreasing exponen-
tifilly toward the center of the dlac. The effect of tlie decrease In
pressure Is scraevhat offset tsj tl^ fact t^t the laajor portion of the
disc area is operating at pressuros ap]s*oaohing Pq. The pressure
gradient effect viU not be considered In the computations because of
its ocsaplicatlons and the arbitrarsr choice of pressure reduction ratio.
Using the fonaula
D = Cf 2 S yher© M
=
-|- Mjj
tho mooent due to the skin friction nay be computed t









Comparison of results found bgr oetliods contained in Ref . 36 with those




realized Arom tha latter. ThtiS| this forcnsla vlll be used beeauae of
its olmpllclty. If "e" is the pressiire reduoti^i ratio and P is for
free air then ti» pressure acting on the faoe is eP. Then tt^ H«P. for
tvo sides is
I
^'^'2 sides 5 550 •
R. Internal End g^iotlon Drag
If "3t" is the radial vidth of 1^ jet exit, than it will be aald
that the disc vidth is IQs. Tliis can be justified sinee in otirront
practioe the ooobustion ehaiaber length is of the order of 7 to 8 tizass
its vidth and the nozzle length 2 to 3 tizaes its vidth. In like oonner
r •
the H.P. is cosputedt






C. Exposed Face Rrletion Draz
In the Qjaaller engines it will often be the oaso that eafily a par-
r
tion of the annular jet exit rinc will be occupied by erit area. This
is due to the gecuastry and the reqiilrenjent that the jet erlt width
must be of sufficient oagnitudo so that tlio channel has practical ratios
of area to periiseter. It \m.B arbitrarily decided to charge off the
entire exposed ring area as a loss in every caae to solae^*hat cc^pensata
for other non-inclucled losses at this point. It is assuiasd that x is




Ths three losses just eosaputad can be cosabined as follot/s assiadag
an e =1-1
^•^•skin faction = -^t^(V^?) 5.83 437
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Ths value of C« in th© abovo equatlem aay be taken from tfie ctorve
of Fig. 30 which VB8 pieced together fron Rof. 10. An average value
r
Of .0032 was assumed; tlis vill be conservative since the major part
of the disc aroas operate at the higher Maoh nuQibers.
p. rise Seals
To find a valxa9 for the coefficient of kinetic friction at higfci
slidin.'^j velocities. Fig. 31 taken troa Ref. 34, was used. Beoaxise the
relative motion between th© stationary casing and tho rotating diac
would be in the neighborhood of Mp = 2 or 2,230 ft./soo., values of
the coefficient were requirod at considerably highor velocities than
r r »
those shown in Ref. 3A. Cc«iGoquontly, tho curve of Fig. 3I \ia.3 arbi-
r
trarily extended in lAat was oatisidered to be a conservative isanner.
r r r r
This g8.yG a coefficient of .08 at 20,000 ft./sdn. IVc^ Rof. 17,
«- »-
pages Ir^ ±3 found tho statosaent "—-abov® 100 ft./min. tho coeffi-
cient of friction varies api^roxiiaatQly as the square root of tho speed—
r
— ". Using this approximation the curve could be e3rtraf-)olated on out
r
to the speeds in question; t^is soethod rs&VB cotaparatively low losses.
In order to use a more ecmservative approach, the seal was 000*
sidorod to bo cndo up of a series of rings fitted cme insido the other,
each with a velocity in respect to adjacent rings of 20,000 ft.^iin.
•- »
«•
or 33 ft. /sec. The seal will then bo comprised of D separata rings.
The oooffioient of .08 will be assuosd to be acting between eaeh rin^r.
The contact width of each rinc will b© assumed to be lA^> ^^ rubbing
eurftaoe area will then be 3 s —rrr . roy 10 * ^ ^ ®^i' ^' ^^ ncnaal




inch. The to+Al noraial force on the sliding surfaces is P = 1^^.
Ti^ drag f<M:co -then is Fjv = .08(14^) per seal. The complete clos\a:«
for the disc \;ill be assuood to be fear seals, two for each side at
r
iiie jet exit. The resiilting loss in horsepower isj
^-^^-^ = .132S . 10-* V/
The effect of lover relative velocity tlian V^^ between the disc and
spinner is neglected.
E. Boarin':! Losaee
Soaring losses xtqto eceputed according; to the laetriods outlined in
r •
Ref . 16 for assyiaed ctioensions . These diiaansions i^ere governed tgr
current piraotioG accoz*ding to the engine hcxrsepower. If the engine
sise vas expressed in terms of the jet gross horsepower, it %®e
concluded that a e<mservati've estiiaate of the bearin{^ less was 3^ of the
jet h(»>8epower.
•"




In this section the psrformancxo of several ocraplete engines will
r
be covered. In order to solve for ell losses, specific diaensiona
niuat be asaizraed; this is done in such a nssjoner as to bo the laost
r
efficient within the limits of piractioality. Since the installation
is to produce t/jrust as econoEiically as possible, this problem vriU
r
nov be investigated. The first phase is to calcixLate the thrust
« •' «-
produced 5 or fear our computational rarocedure, the T.H.P. for a parti-
I"
cular set of conditions.
r r r
For the determination of T.H.P. anr^^is assumed; this efficiency
factor relates the conversion of the disc B.H.P. to tJ» T.H.P. furnish*
r r r t •" »•
ed by the propeller. It is expressed by T.H.P. = t) B.H.P. The
• r r r • r
reduction in ccaiversion from B.H.P. to T.H.P. therefore includes gear
r
train, propeller, and spinner losses. It is considered that gear train
»
and spinner losses viU be fairly ^oall. IVopeller efficiencies have
been i^ll established over the subsonic aircraft speed range; TU in
the neighborhood of .93 up to a Mach nusiber of 0.6 are referred to in
r r r
Ref . 39. Thus, it would seem that a value of 0.9 for r\„ was perhaps
about the upper llEiit. Computations have been included with Ti « 0,7,
r r r *
0.3, and 0.9.










The quantities (Q-Losaes) and T. . are the coiapoQonts of the Jet grcos
tlirust in the eiroumf9j\3atial and axial directions, reopectiveJy. The
fopoQ (;i-LosaQs) iau8t produeo the horsepotror to drivo the propeller
and aocouQt for the disc lo3393, pumping power, and intake ram loss.
"Q" represents that portion driving the propoll9r and "Loaaes" tho









F cos 6 Vq
^^Q *^ = Q.H.P. + L.H.P. + Pixaping H.P.




- L.H.P. - Pimping H.P.
P COS e V» F Bin e V
T.H.P. s »„ rrr:—* -^ ^rr—^ - tJ^ L.H.P.
-
tl Ptsaping H.P. - Intake Raa H.P.
The above equation is now rovritten in tabular fomi
T.H.P. s Siissaation of the qieuitities (A) through (G).
(FA^)A«
(a) (propeller-losses) +J?^ • g-l * • cos 6 • Vj.
(F/A«)A7




















• aeo 6 • V,
D
HoVf it is dosirod that the oaaciBiza return of T.H.P. be gair]od|
consequently, tJae T.H.P. ©qiiatlon will be naxliaised in regard to 0.
4) 550 ^^^ ^^ * 550
eoe
^^aVfAj)^
18320 ©eo tan 6





8in0 »22VbU+-Vr^d + ^
33*3 003
) = V cos






Bortf limit e . to 20® \4iloh is reasonabls if any Jet e(^ro90
is to result without alternation of tlie design* It is of interest
to note that the llzaitics 6 to 20®^ \ibere actually if 6 should be in
the neighborhood of 10 for optiiaua conditions (lov sul^ooio speeds
and fairJy high velocity)^ restilto in a T.H.P. lose of only about 1.3J5»
Choosing values of V and V_ coaductivs to large O's, it is found tiiat
4X)** carronixjnds appiroxiinatGly to V = 1200Vseo. (M s 1.07 at soa le-rel)^
?jj = 180C«/sec, (M = 1.61) and »2g a 0.8. For 8 betwaen 20° and 40**
ilya terci in the parenthesis will vary between 0*966 and 0.952* A value
of 0*96 ijill bo assuoed as an overage. In this vay a slnple formula






By use of the above forsrula^6 no longer apfpears as a variable in
the T.H.P. equation. T.H.P. is then a function of the following vari-
abless Vjj, R-j, x, and A,^. The disc velocily Vj^ will be limited by-
stress cc»i3iderations* The jet e^t area A«j, is a function of the power
required of the engine since it determines F for any particular VL.
ILv and x in turn depend prinririly on An. 1^ those considerations the
loaxizauQ output laoy be realized.
To computo T.H.P. the values of {F/A«), (V*^)* ^n$ Vn# *?„» *» ^^
TL are needed. (F/a») and (V-^) ^^'^ given vs ^ on Fl^s. 32 and 33»
respectively. They were computed trcm the internal flow analysis. For
eas^ of ocesipu'^tion and obtaining optintsi conditions in any actual
design^ the fonaula for these two curves was found. The oethod euid

arssults are shovoi on Fig. 3A» The forwilas are valid far en iL.
greater tlion 1,3 and less than 2.1.
k,. la estiimtod acccsrding to ths thmat that the engine raust
produoe at a x^^^ioular V • The valvies of x and VL, uore next C8ti»
SKtted flrcxa the value of A^ chosen; consideration of tlae inlet area
and engine 8i£.e governed praotioal values of BU, vJaile 6 and A„
gave an eaq^licit valije of x. The jet exit width, x$ was liznitod to
a minimum value of 0.6 inches. The following table givos the values
used.




The disc velocity and o^xversion efficiency iiere alloved to ran^
oror reijresentative values. To gain an idea into the relative saagni-
tude of the oompoEients of T.H.P., tlie values ecsnputed for the **ba8ie"
conditic^ (defined in the Internal Flow Section) fotr an engine produc-
ing 4.plOO pounds of thrust at an aircraft speed of 300 fps. are
listed belowt
V« = 300








(A) (propoller-losses) H.P. + 7,330
(B) direct jet H.P. - 157
(c) puciplng H.P. -4,860
(D) l£t<rJce ram H.P. - 96
(E) disc skin frictico H.P. - 41
(F) disc seal H.P. 59
(G) diso boarlog H.P* - 225
Final T.H.P. 2,240
This ocnresponds to an Qoaacxnj S.F.C. of 0«62S Ibs./T.H.P. &•• or 0*343
Ibe.A^Q. Hr.j ooonoay S.F.C. is defined as Thr^*H%^ar. ^ ^^^or-
entiato it frora tho jet S.F.C. Tha for^aer figure oay be ecmpared with
0.612 tap a good rooiprooatiag engine at sea level (0.55 q h p ^Bf ^
and the latter to 0.99 for the turbojet engine. Tlie turbojet S.F.C.
was taken troa Fig. 35 viiioh is a gra|h of Ref. 2.
Turning now to Figa. 36 and 37, the results of the computations
are eeen. S.F.C. eeesss to vary alniost liziearl^ with M^ particularly
at tlie liigher conversion effieienoies. Ths change in S.F.C. vdth
aircraft speed reachsa a ainiMia at about 700 fps. or 477 aph. The
irariaticm with V vith an assoajedT) « 0.9 is such ae to give y&ry
a z
satisfactory values over the ran^ of ejjeeds up to 900 fps. AttaiiBHnt
of an TL apppOGching 0.9 above 900 fps. is very doubtful.
Figures 38 and 39 give tbo T.H.P. characteristics.
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For tho sako of caaparison and ovaluatioa of -tho rosulta, tha
followin-i; table is izicludod ubLhq Fi^. 3*7 for sea level coaditiono
and an airoraft spood of 300 ajda. The ensin© siao corresponds to
An = 0.6 for the below oomporison.
Engine Slse Centrifugal Jet EoonocQr Tixrbojet SconooQr
9,000 lb.. thr«t 0.^76^^^ 1.06 ^^f^
Sngine Siao Centrifugal Jet EeonooQr Rooiproeatlng £ng«
Sooncsi^
7,200 T.H.P. 0.595 t.h^'h,. °'^ T.H*l?'nr.
Thus, for the "basic eonditioa", tike superiority in econoQi;^ for the
proposod oontrifugal Jet engine design over both the reoiproeating
and turbojet engines is shovm*
I
Tb3 next pbase of atixly vill involve the design apporc^oh for a
supersonic propeller, "iliia appraatcli vill be based on toe etandard
strip ti«ory analysis. Bxparienoe hiS slioua that tlie theory is reliable^
within satisfactory liisits, for relativolj ccsivontional propallers.
It will aoocnmt for laost of ths xrariables in deoi^ and oporation,
but typical theory application neglects some factors, such as inter-
action betueen sectitxis and boundary laysr action in centrifugal fields.
First, in order to use the theory, it is necessary to havs the
propeller blade section characteristics. For the analysis contained
herein, all airfoil characteristics will be psresented in the fona of
{L/D) ratios. Figs. AO, showing (L/D) ratios vs Maoh nuEiber for varioiis
thicloiess ratios, has been conputed frc^ the data presented in Ref . 39.
The data for Mach nmbers lees than asxs t^re taken frcsa test aeasure-
lEBaia \d2ile that for l4aoh ntsibers above H s 1 is attributed to oalcula-
<
tlons according to Buaeoum. The results are for infinite aspect ratio
wings; thus, they are two dlAa^asiooal curves. Using Hef . 29« the curve
r
giving {L/D) ratios of 50 below M s 0.6 ean be conservatively siaintaincd
6
up to thiekness ratios of ZL% uiiere tl« Reynolds nvEiyQr is 3 x 10 .
The poor (L/t) ratios for Madi nunibers approaching H = 1 and abovs,
is clearly evident. Since a high level of propeller perforBiaa<» deoands
good {L/D) ratios. It woiild naturally be expected that low strip effi*
r r
oienoies would be experienced for sections operating above M s 0.6.
It now bocoiaes clear that if a aatisfactory supersonic propeller is to




The author piroi«ses as an answer to the problom, to use an
apiaropriatc delta vIhq plan form v*iich \Ti11 pofoc'u(» higher {L/D)
ratios. At tl'o sano tinie tliis nethod involves a finite aspect ratio
and thus accoimts for throe diraensional effects along the supersonic
span. Curves AX through A'? shov liiat can bo tl-ieoretically acconiplish-
ed in tiiis direction. Hof. 30 T^as used to cElcuJ^t© tlie lift coeffi-
cient, the supersonic wave drag coefficient, and the correction for
dreg du3 to lift. All date presented is for doable vedga profiles.
Ref. 26 way be used to ealoulato equivalent infom&tion for biconvex
or mltislope airfoil seoticms* A o^neral 'toeataect of the subjeet
natter is found in Hef • 28*
The (L/t)) ratios \mre ecmputed bgr the following laetbod*
<a = ^S*) -
{\xive drag) (skin friction) (drag <^U9 to liiii)
O. s C a (-^) = (--2«) J- r-i)
^a ^ ^ ^ da'
**
^uGj^'
where {tT') is a carreetion tern to tii© coefficient of drag due to
X<
lift. Using Fig. 30, C^ s ,003 is assuzaed as a practical valttt} then






Sinee t}io s&xis:ts:i (Iv'^) ratio is deaixed, the last foranila will be







*'" for (L/D) ciax.
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Cp = 2(0^ + Gjj ) for (L/D) laax,
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for {h/D) vex*
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optimiim
To use the above fc^nrvilas ^m valiaos of CL
,
(dC^da), az2d (CLVoCL }
w
are required. TI>3ir evaluatica may Ise ootaputed teoA graphs Involviog
certain parasieters v^ich are now discussed*
The delta wing is assunied to be of a sysxaetrioal double ued^









A stuc^ of the skotch will show that for ary root chord "^", the
plan form is comyletQly determined by the loading edge svBopbaok angle
V» tl^o constant '^b*' vhioh detersdned the po0iti(» of the ^aazlBiiEa
camber line, and the ecmstant "a'' vMch oveepe the trailing mS^b baok
if positive and forward if negative* The variablae <fi end etreaa
Hach niEnber M are cosabined in the parsxaeter k where k is defined s
taG0
97 entry into the Figs, of Ref . 30, CL , (dC./da), and (oVoCL ) are
w
given vs k with paraioetere a and b. tar further detailed diaou88i<xi
of tlie ocanputatioas, the reader is referred to the referenoee given*
The results of the oaloulations are now considered. Unless
otherwise stated a s o (no trailing edge sweep), b = 0.2 exeept for
k greater or equal to 0,B wlien b = 0.5, and correction for CLVgC, )
is iacliaded. Fig. 41 givos (L/l))_,„ vs k for a 1% seotion at MMh
nufflbers frcxa 1.1 to 2.5* The oimracteristie drop in the {L/l>) ratio
as I<iach nunber increases is clearly shown. It should be notioed that
the meyiaua values occur at the saae k for any !4ach nusaber and any
particular t. These two trends have been substantiated by tlie autlior^
for thickness ratios up 'Uiroi]{;h 6$S. Fig 42 shows the change in the
oharactor of tlie cjrvee as thioknsss ratio is increased for M = 1*1.
The shift towards lover "k's" as the t is increased is ocosson to other
Mach nisabers since all curves of any one thickness ratio have the saoe
general shape. For the lower t's considerable choice of k io possibls
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for high (L;^) values but I933 latitude of choice and [^retSLtar sveep-
back (low9i» "k's") is rsquired at larger t'o. This trend is attributed
to the laucli greater ratio of G- /CLj at Um larger tiiickneaa ratios.
If tha (CLy'oC- ) oorreotion is neglected, the curvea of Fig, 43
result. It is seen that these curves allow, in general, higher "k's"
vrlile the csaximua ^mlues of (I'/^)j^v ^^'^ considerably reduced. Also,
k for the saaxiiiiUBi values for aay particular thioknesa ratio is no
longer constant. Caaparisoa of corrected and uacorrectad curves for
several T^s is isado in Pig. 44- The spread between each pair of
ciirvos beecmes least at tha hig^^r k values.
Sext the problem of trailing ed^j© sveepbaok is considered ia
figs. 45, 46, ai^ 47. The first two are results at Mach msabera of
1.6 and 2.0, respectively. Both Figures evidence the ssarked improve*
sent in {L/D) ratios with trailing edge sveepbaok; this iinprovecent
is accosapanied by a shift to larger leading edge sweep (smaller "k's**)
for attainaent of laaxixma ratios. The decrease in values with Haeh
msaber increase is not changed by incorporation of trailing edge stisep*
back. . The final figure of this seetlcn shows this goaaetrical decrease.
Sufficient airfoil {L/D) data and trends have been presented in
this section to allow design of a supersonic propeller. The autbo(r*6
design approach will next be deiaonstrated in the following section.
i
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The configuration of a supersonic propellar based cm the data
of tlse preceding seeticA will depend rrineirily on "k" bsoauae it
governs the aaxisRsa {L/D) ratio* If a propeller is operating at a
particular rpa«« then its seetions vill be operating at Maeh nuabers
depending; on the soetion radius. With the Naeh ni£.jber detormiaed and
a specifio tldckneae ratio indicated, the taoat advantageous ''k" can
be decided upon by coasiilting curves of tb® type shovn on Pig. 41 •
If the trailing ed^e susepbaok is involved, th3n curves of the sane
nature shown in Fig. d^^ should be used. With the choice of "k" aade,
the leading edge sweepiback for the section is then coaputed froa the
forsBula k = ', "j^* . The trailing edgo swsop an^l©, if involved,
zoay be cooiputed l:gr ordinary geooetry.
If seoticQ Haoh nmbars are laid out on a radial line f^coia the
oentar of a propeller as in ?ig« /tB$ and a k s 0*5 is assveaed throagh-
out, then the curve AC is found to be the leading edge. The dotted
aeotiem AO is arbitrary but 9] ous about tbo steepest practical curva*
ture. The hatched circle in tl^ center comprises the propeller sj^Lnner.
Tbo radial linos dravn intersecting the leading edge line AC at various
points indicate the position of blad© ** cutoff*' for a particular pro-
pellsr tip ito.ch nin^ber. The dotted lii:»8 to sobs of the leading edge
"cutoff" points indicate arbitrary trailing ed^es and thereby servo te
siiou the relative scope of such a propeller. The treoendous increase
in plan form area by a soall increase in tip speed at the lar^r "out*
off*' points slx)uld bo noted. The area is essentially doubled by going
41
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troEx a Mach ntr^r of 1«6 to l.S.
With the genoral outline In salnd for drawing a plan fora, attention
will now bQ tumsd toward creating a Bpeclflc propeller. In order to
do this a few of the more iiaportant problems viH be oentioned which
affeot the design. It should be reco^inized that tl^e optimua propeller^
for any given aircraft speed and propeller tip Mach nuaber, could
easily be designed; but for practical oases this is not satisfactory.
A propeller laust be able to produos good pearfoonnanee over a range of
speeds. This roqiiireiaent has a large effect an the choice of "k" \AilQh
will bo evident if thd situation is exaj&lned.
Once the leading edge is laid doun, ^ la a fisoed value; then "kf
is a function of U>e blade elonent Mach ntiabers. The latter is the
vector sum of both the aircraft speed and the propeller ^rolooitgr for
tiie secticm. Thus, "k" will vary with a change in either one, which
indicates that a ran^ of "k" values will have to be considered if
best results are to be obtained*
The leading edge is designed for t!» "k" corresponding to the
hi^3Q3t relative l-fedi nisober at which good perfomance is rociuired.
This asans ohoosing as high a "k" as possible t^ioh will produce
high {LA>) ratios for the thickness ratio and H&oh nisaber in question.
Then as the relative !feeh number is reduced by a reduction in either
aircraft speed or propeller rp®. , the various sections will operate
at lower "k" values. In this connection, the airfoil characteristics
seem to indicate a sps^ad of 0*4 to 0.5 for *^k" where the curves are
fairly flat; t. is should be the range used for design*
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If trailins odgo sweepbaok oan b© tolorabed by the streso situa-
tion, it should bo incorixjratQd siiice it ia:'oduooe higher (L/D) ratios
and haa its ''flat*' range at Icy^r '*k*8" as seen on Figo. 45 and 46.
This has an advantage aside Arora the better performance in the fact
tl^t \d.th lover "k^s", larger sweep angles are dictated vi;ioh allow
ooasi(toral)le plan form area enlar^econt with no increase in propellar
dianetor*
In regard to thickness ratios, it should be clear by now that the
tliinner sections are fttr superior both in {L/D) ratios and in tiieir
"flat" range of "k'a". It is proposod by the author to make the pro-
peller blade very thin and fle:xibla as compared to the present praetioe
of aakinj propollers as stiff as possible to reduce vibrational coo-
plications. With a very flexible blade, bondizig stresses would be
reduced sine© the blade would assuoe a vory soall dihedral angle (on
the order of 1 ) d©i}©ndent on the relation of the raasnitude of the
tlirust and centrifugal force loads* Operation could bo likened to
flans currently produced that b&ve cloth tape for blades.
Next, tha calculation for perfonaance will be considered. The









-& a tan ^ and r = tan Y
tan i!/^
^ "" tan (f + Y)
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Tlds funotic»i is plotted in Fig. l^ \>&ioh usas taken free Hef • II.




This function is plotted in Fig. 49 and will be tho graph used to
determino Gootion effioienoies* Maxiaizing the propeller efficient
eqiJBtion with r3st«ot to shows that best tteoretieal efficiency is
obtained yhon ^ = (f
- 2^»
To calculate the blade perforsanco, individual radial Increraants
are considered. Call LK UiQ eleaient width and b^R the eleosnt length;
then biSl i/ill be the aeetlon area.
= g
^^ (b^^) Cj^ tan Y
T c L coo ^ - D 3in /^
Q = L aini^ -»• D cos//'
M M .
M = T7^ I V = M . a ; Vp = rfi-
a
iS ' "a *" "a • * » 'P - ton //^ '
Then, oonbining tlie above properly, the following fc^noulas ore obtained!
YFM ^a _« r , * V
"





Q.K.P. . i^^;h^)Ll? J^t^(_X__ , yn_ r )1100 ^ " "^ °^M.-ji ^ sin 4^ tanV slnf
The perfornancs for the propeller shown cm Fig. 51 Is aov given.
In conTiSction with the design and computationa of this propeller^ the
following assumptions vera majdei
(1) A high speod ooaadition of H = 1.0 and Mp = 2.0 was aeleoted.
(2) For ease of computation, X vas assuaed as 1% for all sections.
Aott^ally the thickness ratios would probably be increased
slightly toward the root.
(3) A strai^t trailing edge was drawn for ease of computaticm.
{/^) The spinner bad a radius eqtoal to 0.2 R.
(5) The secti^i width inoreiaei^t, tkU, was chosen as 0.1 R and all
section characteristics were taken for th& element siedian.
(6) The leading edge was designed with a k = 0.9 for all sections
at a relative 14aoh corresponding to M = 1.0 and Hp = 2.0.
(7) The plan form was laid out in the untwisted condition.
(8) The (L/1)) ratio for sections operatin^^ between H = 0.9 and
H s 1.0 was assuBaed to be the saxoe as the section operating
just above M s 1.0. This seeos to be ccoservative if Fig. 40
is consulted.
(9) The (L/to) ratio fear sections operating below H = 0.9 was
aaetued to be 33*
(10) Tbs (L/d) ratios for all suporsonio soctions yaore decreased
b^ lOi^ to allow for rounding the edges. This change was
I
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attributed entirsly to a dra^- incroaso leaying the C-
In coonocticn vlth the last ass^£2ptioQ it is felt that by rouzidiQg
tliO leading odge and keoping thQ angle of attack aoall, the eorreotion
%(-*?") could bo attained. This cosroction anoimts to a dQcrease of tlia
drag due to lift. In praetioc, idth a sharp leadings edge the dooreaae
doos not occur due to separation at the leading edt^e. An^^s of
attack on the order of 2 to 3 degrees occxur for the (L/t)) ratios cco-
patad* In actual practioe biconvex seotiono 8ho\ild probab3^ be used
becau£ie the leading edge an(^les would be twice as great* Also, th^
vould perform hotter as subsonic sections since tlieir i:rofile have no
shari- breaks as the double t^iedge does. The {L/D) ratios uould not be
affected aK»eciably b(^ us© of bicocvex sections altliou^ "Uie vave
drag coefficient is increased 33% over that of tho double uedge. This
is due to the fact that tho ratio of Cj^ /G^ is saall for lov t^s and
w
a* 8 ocourrins in this design. Ratios of v&ye drag to total drag are
on the order of 0*05 or less.
Sectioo efficiencies for a ron^e of propeller speeds at M = 1
is given in Fig. 52, wirdle Pig. 33 is for a range of aircraft speeds
vith Mp = 1.1. TbD higher values of Tip approaching 95% in the latter
figure occur \^en that portion of the blade operates subsonicaloy
below H B 0.9* The T.H.P. and Q.H.P. loading curves along the propeller
radius are given on Fii^. 54- for the hi^ih speed condition. Tlie overall
efficiency for tliis condition was 83.5^. Overall propeller efficiencies
at M = 1 for lower i^ropeller spaeds reached 86$6. The total T.H.P. per
I
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2 2blad© \na 304.'6 R for a Q.H.P. = 365*3 R . It should be roaliaed
that tho rjoijor absorbing qualities could easily be doubled since the
operating 0, '3 are vory lev, ranging approsiiaatoly between 0.1 and
0.2. Purthep investiijation woidd have to dotenaine first hoi^ ouch
aio (L/b) ratios \Jould b© daoaged by increasing the Cr'sj it is felt
by the author tliat the drop woiild be siaall for reasonable increases
ofCj^.
These computations indicate the probable naxiEnaa efficiencies
that could be attained by siush a plan fom. This is because ths
upper limit of the (L/b) ratios vas used for the supersonic sections
uith *t = IJe, The thickness ratio of 1^ ai^jht prove to be inipraotical
particularly in exaaller chord propeller vti&re a 'C of 1^ would dictate
alsiost inpossible pi:^ioal thicknesses. The use of larger thickness
ratios vould Icniar efficiencies soaaewlmt, but as long as the (L/D)
ratio tsas Eaintainsd at or above 10, efficiencies on the order of
BO% could be realised. The lowsr curv® of Fig. 4^9 clearly illustrates
this. The propeller section characteristics shousd that {h/D) ratios
excQoding 10 \»re easily attainable at laoderate Maoh ntssbers for
larger thickness ratios. According to coranion practice, tho T vould
nonsalily decrease touard tlie propeller tip while the Mach nuaber
increases according to a linear lav. These tvo chan^^s over the blade
span are comxatiblc in their effects, tending to give a more or less
ccfflstent {L/D) r^.tto. Consequently, it is f&lt that thickness ratios
approaching those usod in present day practice could be used and still
give a supersonic propollsr with an efficiency around SOJf.
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For evaluation of the proposed power plant, tvo graphs are
presented ^ioli compare t^e engine and propeller obaraoteristlos
I"
with the boat of other current designs. The favorable position of
the centrifugal jot engine in relation to the reciprocating and jet
• t'
engines is shown in PLj. 55. The simplicity of tJ® centrifugal jet
in comparison to the three complex desi^s with vhieh it seeas to
be cc^peting in Tig, 55 should be talsen into ccaisideration. The data
r r
for the other engine typss ijas taken frcia Ref . 3. In addition to
perforoaace, otlior considerations involved in ©valuation of a pouer
systen includes cost and safety. Since neither experience nor
analysis provides accixrate infraTaation, the discussion will be left
<
to the reader.
For the propeller. Fig. 56 indicates the efficiency which theoro-
r
tlcally could be apprcwiehed by the proposed design. It is seen that
r
it is considerably superior to the best of todays laboaratory designs.
The current propeller perfor;^tnce was drawn froia Rof . 39. If the
radius of tiie propeller of Section VII is chosen equal to 5 feet. It
will absorb 18,250 H.P, and produoo 7,500 pounds of thrust at M =1
r • a
uith an efficiency of 83.^. Gorapare this v/ith tiie propeller for the
DC-6 Airplane which handles 2,i^00 H.P. c4q a 13 ft. diajoeter with twice
»•
as /uny blades. The hub radius of 1 foot in this case is ocmpatil^
vtth the proposed engine disc sises.
Thus, it would seea that tl^orsticaliy an efficient, simple, "aiaall
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*''• iower heating valt>. «^ ^ " •"^ ue of fuel, Btu.Ab
"°'^^-^^^^-l.ntofheat(77af.'
^ '^
^ (778 ft. lb./8tu.)
i
l.^ or ^i^ojLS (qog^iffijisa}




L lift, lb. ; also disc lodsos.
{L/D) lift to drag ratio, alao written (C-/C-j).
L*H.F. disc loss horsepower*
n oass flov per sdoond Ib./eeo*
M Maoh nuabor.
H^ disc periphery Ifech nuaberj M^ = V^/a^^^
^^^^^
P static paressijre, Ib./sq. ft.
P^ friction pressure drop, Ib./eq. ft.
AP^ V Tiressure rise due to oentrifugal force, Ib./sq. ft.
q dynamic ixressoire^ Ib./sq. ft. (Wv ).
q^ impact pressure, Ib./sq. ft. (H - P).
Q component of propeller resultant foroe in plane of rotation.
Q.H«P. propeller brake horsepower.
r constant tem used in ooaputations; also radius.
R gas constant for air (53.3 ft. lb./(P^)(lb.)).
a




s constant term used in csaputaticma.
S area, sq. ft.
3.F.C. specific fusl ccsisumption, lb. fuel/lb. thrust-flr», or lb.
fuel/li.P.-flr.
t cGQstant texn used in ccqaputaticas
.







LIST CF srsoiX. (CCTitlnued)
T. . direco jet thruatj lb.
T.H.P. thrust horsepowor.
V specific volifiQQ cu. ft. /Lb.
V atr or gass speod, fps.
Y speed of airplane, fps.
Vfv peripheral speed of rotating disc, fps*
W weight rate of air flow, lb./see.
W^ weight rata of fuel flow, Ib./soc.
X jst exit width, ft.
/A fuQl«-air ratio.
*
a airfoil section angle of attack.
if propeller anglo of advance.
^ an^le of leadiia^j odt'© sweepiback.
£> propoHer blade angle
/ anglo whose tangent is {L/D) ratio
e jet exit offoot ang3^ laeasurod from disc cirdeferential
dirootio».
y ratio of specific heat at ccaastant pressure to specific
heat at constant voltios.
F average valiw of ir^ between P abs. and temperature T.
t airfoil seetitm thickness ratio
TV cosBbustion efficient.
T) centrifugal ccsnpression efficiency.
r\, subscHiic diffuoer efficiency.
t] efficiency of propoller
Tjg corivorsion effioioncy, B.H.P. to T.H.P.

66
:f.I3T OF SY;^430I>S (Coatiniigd)
P oass density, slujs/cu. ft.
Subscripts denoting station along power-plant duotj
1 free strecaa
2 pip© ontranoo
3 erd of cylindrical ontrano© pipe; entrance to diffuaer
4. QrA of diffuscr; entreince to ccmbustion dmiaber*
i> end of ooiabiistion chai&ber; entrance to nozzle.
6 nozzlB UiToat





Alt. PAq ^ tAq pA
2116.2 1 51B.4 1 1115.6
5,vOOO 1760.4 .3320 500.57 .9656 1096.3
10,000 U55.6 .6876 /82.74 .9312 1076.2
20,000 972.5 .4594 447.08 .8624 IO36.I
30,000 628.1 .2968 411.42 .7936 993.9











a speed of sound*, fpsj also constant for defining trailing
edge evieepbaok.
«
A area in square feet.
b coefficient of x in qtjadratic equation; also constant for
defining aiaxtnnjm camber position.
r r r •
B.H.P. brake horsepover.
c coefficient of x in qimdretic equation.
C ratio of friction presstdre loss in combustion chaiflber to
average dynaraie pressure.
Cjj drag coeffioiont.
CL skin friction drag ooeffioiont.
Or. drag coefficient due to lift.
C^ supersonic vave dra^; coefficient.
Cj^ lift coefficient.
C noazle velocity coefficient.
D diaiaster, lb.; drag, lb.
r




T jet thrust, lb.
r
Fp thrust for full earpaadins nozzle, lb.
o
P thrust for underexpanding throat noszle, lb.
Tt r r r »-
2
g acceleration of gravity (32.17 ft. /sec. ) at sea level.
r r r
H stagnation pressure, Ib./sq. ft.
r • r r
H.V. lower heating value of fuel, Btu./lb.
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